Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

I Voted!
(Nicely)

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
Your Design

I voted

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
Your Design

I Voted! And I'm Proud

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Name: Erik Nevarez

School: Rocky Mountain College of Art & Design
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

VOTED
IN ADAMS COUNTY
I VOTED IN
ADAMS COUNTY

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
NAME: Laurel Hoyt
SCHOOL: Front Range Community College

YOUR DESIGN

I VOTED

ADAMS COUNTY

IMPORTANT!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

ACTUAL SIZE OF STICKER

I VOTED
ADAMS COUNTY
Name: Parker Scott
School: Stargate

Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
Name: Madeleine McCullough
School: Front Range Community College, Westminster Campus

Your Design

I VOTED

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

I Voted

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

Civil Rights!

Bang!

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
Name: Jeremiah Huck
School: Cardinal Community Academy

Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
Your Design

Voted
Fortunately better now!

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

HAVE YOU VOTED YET?
I VOTED!
VOTE NOW!
Adams County

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Name: Ethan Blunt

School: Brighton High School

Your Design

I VOTED

IN ADAMS COUNTY

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

I
VOTED
ADAMS COUNTY

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
I Voted
In
Adams County

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

I VOTED

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

I VOTED IN ADAMS COUNTY

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
I voted
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Name: Sean Miranda  School: Brighton Highschool

Your Design

I Voted, Have You?

Adams County

Important!
• Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
• Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker

I Voted, Have You?
Adams County
Your Design

I Voted, Have You?
Adams County

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval
Your Design

I VOTED IN
ADAMS COUNTY

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

I VOTED

IDAMS COUNTY

Actual Size of Sticker
Your Design

I VOTED

ALVA ADAMS

Important!
- Keep all words a 1/2 inch from the edge of the oval
- Extend the background design to the edge of the oval

Actual Size of Sticker
Voted
Adams County
Colorado